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IN  1484 WILLIAM CAXTON printed his translation of Ramon Lull’s  Order  of Chivalry
and in an epilogue full of enthusiasm for the ideals and practice of knighthood he
dedicated it to Richard III. Whether a copy was ever  presented  to the King is not
known: no copy marked with  Richard’s  signature or even an ex  libris  survives.‘ It
is reasonable to  assume that  Richard received a copy, however, because  Caxton’s
Godeffroy of Bouloyne  which he had earlier translated, printed and dedicated to
Edward IV, was apparently presented, and a surviving copy bears a note of
Edward’s ownership.2 ' .

Before discussing the actual book  Caxton  chose to dedicate to Richard III
and the words of his dedication, it is necessary to outline  Caxton’s  career and put
his relations with the Yorkist  royal  court into a correct perspective.  These  have
too often been over-dramatised in order to place the punter, about  whose
personality and family life so little is known, in  a  narrative of stirring political
events.  Caxton  has been made the close associate of a series of so-called courtly
‘patrons’, been seen as  taking political sides, and even the output of his press has
been linked to the change of kings. An  examination  of why and to whom he  chose
to dedicate  some  of his books and the real relationship he had with his  ‘patrons’
will allow the dedication of the  Order  of Chivalry to Richard III to be placed in
context.  ' ' -

Caxton’s Career  up to  1476
By the  time Caxton  presented a  book  to Richard III he was well known as  a

printer and translator. His press had been at Westminster since  1476 and  had
reached a high level of  output  by 1483. When he died, at the end of  1491  or early
in  1492  while engaged on his translation of the  Lives  of the  Fathers, he could  hand
over a  flourishing business to his leading printer and assistant, Wynkyn de
Worde.3 He had published well over a hundred pamphlets and  books, including
several reprints.“ '  .

Caxton began his career as a London mercer, a fact that is crucial to
understanding his subsequent career as a book publisher.‘ As a mercer he
specialised in  silk, linen, fustian, worsted, and all kinds of small  goods, especially
for the luxury end of the market, including books. He was  also  a  merchant
adventurer, as were  most  leading London mercers, exporting cloth, particularly
through the Low Countries where it was sold at the great  seasonal  fairs of Ghent,
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Bergen op Zoom  and Antwerp. At the  same fairs and at the international  entrepét
of Bruges he could buy mercery and anything else on which he could make a
profit.‘5 Ghent and Bruges were  also  centres of the book trade, a whole branch of

manuscript production being devoted to supplying the English market.7
Caxton’s  early life was spent between these towns and London, probably first as
a factor for others and then on his own account. In  1462  his success in  business
and his flair for languages (French, Dutch  and Latin) and diplomacy made him a
natural choice as their governor by his fellow Merchant Adventurers, whose

headquarters were at  Bruges.  The sympathies of the leading merchants were with
the Yorkists, favouring stable government, monetary reform and  close, friendly
relations with the lands of the Duke of Burgundy; Caxton’s  sympathies would
have been the same. He was a leading figure in diplomatic relations with
Burgundy and the Hansa throughout the  14605.  He led the English Merchant
Adventurers into temporary exile  at Utrecht when Duke Philip banned the sale of
English cloth in his lands; he undoubtedly attended the wedding of Margaret of
York to Duke Charles in 1468.5

Caxton’s  interest in the book trade probably started in the  14605, if not
before, and he  must  have soon recognised the commercial potential of printing,
especially in relation to the English  market.” His first move towards his new
career —_- he was now probably in his early fiftieslo — was to set  about  translating
a  text  not previously known in English and therefore ideal for sale in print in
England.“ He began translating the French version of the  History of Troy made
by Raoul  Lefevrc  (Le  recueil  des  histoires  de  Troie) for Philip of Burgundy, on 1
March 1469.'2 The political upheavals in England from  1469  to early 1471, with

the Yorkist king in  exile, disrupted  Caxton’s  personal plans as surely as they did
those of Edward IV. During the  exile Caxton  met Edward, perhaps not for the
first  time  in his diplomatic career. He almost certainly would have met Anthony,
Lord Rivers,'3 and possibly the young Duke of Gloucester as well.

The  crisis  of the  exile  made the  Duke  of Burgundy’s townsmen and
merchants, as well as the wealthier merchants of London, very aware of how
much  they stood to  lose  if France, Warwick and Lancaster should be ultimately
victorious.” Caxton  as governor of the English Merchant Adventurers in Bruges,
may well have been one of the key figures in the financing of Edward’s return.”

During the first half of  1471 Caxton  showed Margaret of York, Duchess  of
Burgundy, his translation efforts and explained his plans; she encouraged him to
persevere.“ He continued the translation at Ghent and finished it on 19
September 1471  at Cologne, where he was from July to November/December
learning how to print. Cologne was the nearest city with working presses', it had
maintained cordial relations with England despite the Hansa war and  Caxton
would certainly have traded with its merchants." By this  time  he had given up the
post  of governor of the Merchant Adventurers to a fellow mercer, John
Pickering. When he returned to Bruges he went into partnership with the scribe
and bookseller, Colard Mansion, a supplier of such noted bibliophiles as  Louis
dc Bruges and Duke Philip.‘What  Caxton  did not know of available  texts  and
customers’ tastes, Mansion could  supply, and in return he  taught  Mansion how
to print. He printed at least four French and two English  texts  at Bruges, the
English ones being his translation of the  Recuyell  of the  Historyes  of Troye  (end
1473; 352 folios) which he presented to Margaret of York," and his translation of
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the much shorter  Game  and  Playe  of the  Chesse  (1474), dedicated to George,
Duke  of Clarence. It is  unlikely Caxton  knew Clarence and he probably chose
him simply because he was Edward  IV’s  and Duchess Margaret’s eldest brother;
Clarence’s response is unknown. With  these  books  Caxton tested the English
market from abroad."

In  1476  Caxton returned to England and set up shop in Westminster. He was
a man of  many contacts, from the King down: he was used to dealing with the
greatest of nobles, clergy and merchants, governors of cities and ambassadors.
He knew the business of buying and selling, how to  judge  the market, set  a  price,
and make  a  profit. He had made a comfortable fortune, certainly enough to  take
time off to learn printing —— perhaps leaving his business to factors  4  and invest
heavily in  a  series of substantial books as well as small pamphlets at  Bruges  and
Westminster. A printing press was not  that expensive, but types had to be bought,
maintained and extended, supplies of paper bought and titles held in stock  until
sold.  This  represented  a  heavy investment: the early years of printing saw the ruin
of many printers.2° Whatever his initial capital, there is no reason to  suppose  that
Caxton  ever ran his printing house  as anything but a commercial enterprise. He
was able_ to hand over  a  successful business at his death and it lasted for  sixty
yearq — in contrast to  those  1n London and Oxford which had all failed by 1486.  2'
Nor 1s it certain  that Caxton  ever gave up his trading concerns completely: the
trade of mercer was highly diversified and he had learnt its lessons. He continued
to import  books  and was a bookseller m the fullest sense, dealing 1n manuscripts
and printed works of  others  as well as his  own.  He may have had commercial
dealings with the St. Albans press, and' m 1488 be imported  a  thousand volumes
for £41 ls 8d, and commissioned  a  Paris printer to produce him  a  Saturn missal
and Hours. 2’ It seems unlikely that a man of  such  commercial  acumen  was ever
unwise enough to rely financially on' ‘ipatrons

His reasons for choosing Westminster have been variously interpreted. The
royal court and the great abbey made the town a natural centre of the book trade:
scribes, bookbinders and illuminators lived there. The clients and officers of the
law courts, royal courtiers and household officials, members of parliament from
all over England, and a large number of clergy might all have work for a jobbing-
printer. Caxton is known to have published several series of  thousands  of
indulgences and the first piece of printing he undertook at Westminster was
probably one of  these.  There  were plenty of good reasons for choosing
Westminster,” and he had equally good  reasons for avoiding the City of London
where the  book  trade centred o_n Paternoster Row by St.  Paul’s.  The City’s
government and trading companies exercised considerable trading controls over
citizens, and  Caxton’ sown company, the Mercers, had  rights  of search over its
members. The Mercers might also have tried to  persuade  such an illustrious
member into the daily round of company affairs as an active liveryman, warden
and master.“ At Westminster  Caxton  could safely take  advantage of  London’s
purchasing power and its distribution networks, while avoiding the burdens of its
citizenship. By 1476  he was in his late fifties, had  spent  many years in public
service and he wanted to concentrate on his new venture.25

Caxton  and his  ‘Patrons’ in  London  and  Westminster
Nothing is known of  Caxton’s  relationship with his  ‘patrons’ except what he
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himself  tells  us in the prologues and  epilogues  which he added to ma_ny of his
books. 2‘ These  were what are now called publishers’ blurbs — the eighteenth
century used the more expressive work ".puffs Caxton puffed off his books with
skill. As a mercer he had learnt how to call wares at the shop-door:  ‘shrieking
louder than a hawk’, was how John Gower described it.27 At their  best  Caxton’s
prologues and epilogues are excellent reading, but he was not averse to
embroidering the truth to sell his books and any facts which he seems to be
prov_iding about the circumstances of their printing need to be regarded with
caution. 2‘

The first book produced at Westminster and aimed at r_oyal patrons was
Caxton’ s  own translation of  Jason  Raoul  Lefevre’ s  continuation of the  Recueil
des  histoires  de  Troie; it bears no date but it is usually assigned to 1477. Caxton
did not ‘presume’ to present it to Edward IV — ‘I doubte not his good grace hath
it in Frensh which he wele understandeth’ — but with the King’s  ‘licence’ and the
Queen’s ‘supportacion’ intended it for the Prince of Wales, so that he could learn
to read English and find in it new stories ‘whiche as I suppose hath not be had
biforc the translacion herof‘. 2’ By the end of  1477  Caxton had succeeded in
bringing his new venture to the attention of all the  most  senior of the English
royal family: the King, the Queen, the Prince of Wales, the  Duke  of Clarence and
Margaret of York.

At no time in his career as a publisher did Caxton employ living authors or
translators.” He did his own translations probably because it was cheaper. The
exception was Anthony Woodville, Lord Rivers. Their first collaboration was
the  Dictes  or  Sayinges  of the  Philosophers  translated from the French by Rivers. It
was published on 18 November 1477  and, according to the colophon, at Rivers’
command.  Caxton  wrote  a  long epilogue to it, carefully listing all Rivers’ titles
and telling how he had asked him to check over the translation. When he did, he
found the Earl had omitted some letters between Alexander and Darius, as well
as certain  ‘dictes’ disparaging women. Caxton did not object to the omission of
the letters but decided to include the anti- women passages in his own epilogue,
with several sly suggestions as to why Rivers had left them out: was he m love,
etc“ '7 The familiar tone adoptc_d by Caxton has often been taken as an indication
of a well- established, even intimate, relationship between the two men, 3‘ but the
whole passage has more than a hint of the tradesman trespassing across social
barriers to tell the Earl that they were both lads together. It 15 not known precisely
how Rivers reacted to  Caxton’ 5rather cavalier treatment of his translation, his
editorial decisions and his private life, but there may be an indication  m Caxton’ s
epilogue  to Christine de Pisan’ s  Moral Proverbs, the next translation by Rivers
which he printed, on 20 February 1478:

Go,  thou  litil quayer, and recommaund me
Unto the  good grace  of my special  lorde,
Th’Erle Ryveris, for I have enprinted the
At his  commandemcnt, folowyng evry worde
His  copye, as his secretaire can recorde, .  .  .32

This sounds like an apology and  suggests that  Rivers was not taking any more
chances with bourgeois enterprise.33

This less rosy view of  Caxton’s  relationship with Rivers, who is so often
treated as his major ‘patron’, has the merit of encouraging a more realistic
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appraisal of his relationships with other  ‘patrons’.  He can be removed from the
political sphere and back to the world of tradesmen where he belongs.

Rivers sent Caxton  a  third translation on  2  February 1479:  the  Cordial, a
treatise on how to live and die well. It was ‘to be enprinted and so multiplied to
goo abroad.’ Caxton’s  epilogue was a model of humble politeness, expanding on
Rivers’ virtuous intentions in translating this  work and on his career as a pilgrim;
he was ‘bounden’ to obey Rivers’ command because of the benefits and large
reward he had received. Printing was complete on 24 March  1479.“ This was the
last piece of work known to have been done for Rivers by Caxton.” They did not
‘collaborate’ during the last four years of Rivers’ life.  Rivers’ execution in 1483
cost  Caxton one of the few aristocrats who displayed an interest in his press and
the only one who entered into a business arrangement with him to print his own
translations." Caxton may have felt the  loss  personally, but it is unconvincing to
imagine that he ‘had thrown in his lot with the Woodvilles,’ or that his business
was in any way threatened by the new regime.” Indeed, as will be  seen, it went
from strength to strength. _

Comparatively few of  Caxton’s  books were  ‘commandcd’, and perhaps
subvented, like those of Rivers. Many more brought him no rewards of
‘patronage’ at all: some he dedicated on his own initiative, and not necessarily to
persons of high rank. All his books need to be examined prosaically, without
undue emphasis on any notion of patronage. '

His straight-forward bespoke printing is  a  clearly definable category.  Some
of it is known: the indulgences for John Sant, 1476, the Turcopolier John
Kendale, 1480, and  those  for Johannes de Giglis, 1481  and 1489;38 the  Nova
Rhetorica  and its  Epitome  for their author Lorenzo Traversagni, 1479  and 1483;39
the Sex  Epistolae  by Pietro Carmeliano in late 1483, probably paid for by
Venice;40 and the  Mirrour  of the  World  translated and printed by Cakton at the
cost  of  Hugh  Brice, alderman and goldsmith of London, in order to present  a
copy to Lord  Hastings, his superior at the royal mint, 1481."1

When  a  ‘command’_came  from an aristocrat  a  straightforward  quid‘pro  quo
was uncertain. The Earl of Oxford requested  Caxton  to translate the  Sons  ‘of
A  ymon, but  Caxton  had to remind the Earl that he had not yet been recompensed
for his  expense  and labour of printing and translating (556 pages) when he
dedicated the work to him in 1488.“2 In  1484  he had been more fortunate with the
Earl of Arundel, for he received  a  buck in winter and a doc in summer for life for
his translation of the  Golden Legend, and the Earl took a ‘reasonable’ number of
copies of this substantial work which he had urged Caxton to finish.43 In neither
of these  cases can it be said that the  ‘patron’ paid for the work in any sense:
rewards from  aristocrats  were to be  hoped  for, ‘puffed’ off in epilogues, but
certainly not relied upon.

The three Earls, Rivers, Arundel and Oxford, were  Caxton’s  only patrons
among the English aristocracy, 1476-91.  He did not do much better with the
lower ranks. One might  have expected  his former associates on  embassies  to
commission books or receive dedications, but no one of even such a group as
John Morton, Master  of the Rolls, Sir  Thomas  Montgomery, knight of the  body,
William Hatcliffe, Edward IV’s secretary, Sir.John Scott and William  Roos, the
marshal] and victualler of Calais, and his fellow Londoners Richard Tickill and
Christopher Eliot, with whom he had negotiated matters of  trade, the staple and
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monetary exchange between England and Burgundy m  1474, ‘4 ever appeared  m
his ‘puffs. The only royal officer who has been called a “patron of Caxton" 18
William Daubeney, an officer of Edward IV’s jewelhouse and a searcher' m  the
customs service of the port of London under Edward and Richard. Caxton says
that he was asked to translate  Charles  the  Great,  the adventures of Charlemagne,
by several  ‘good  synguler lordes and specyal  maysters  and frendes’ but especially
by ‘a good and synguler frende of myn Maister Wylliam Daubeney.’ He finished
the task. in  ‘the  second yere of Kyng Rychard the Thyrd’ and printed it  1
December  ‘the  fyrst yere of  Kyng Harry the Seventh."5 There is no hint that
money changed hands and there 15 no dedication; the reference to Daubeney
seems to be solely prompted by friendship.

One other friend of Caxton appears in his  books.  In 1486 he translated the
Book  of Good  Manners  at the request of‘ an honest man and  a  specyal frende of
myn, a mercer of London named Wylliain Praat,’ lately dead. Again the tribute
appears to be dictated by Caxton’s  regard for a friend of forty years and is an
expression of the  depth  of his loss. No other mercers receive such recognition
from  Caxton:  fellow merchants, like his fellow officials, did not commission or
subvent publications.“

The majority of persons whom  Caxton  describes as encouraging his work
are anonymous:  Boethius  (end 1478), translated by Chaucer, was  published‘ atte
requeste of  a  singuler frende and gossib of mine’;“7 the  Chronicle  of England
(1480) was requested by ‘dyverce  gentilmen’;" the  Royal  Book  (1484-5 or 1487)
was translated at the request of  a  ‘synguler frendc of  myn, .  .  .  a worshipful
marchaunt and mercer of London?” the  Order  of Chivalry was given to  Caxton
by a noble squire; and the  Morte Darthur  (July 1485) was asked for by ‘many
noble and dyvers gentylmen. ’5" It 1s doubtful that an anonymous person can ever
be properly described as a patron, as has been done 1n relation to Caxton, 5‘ for
the whole purpose of patrons is to add their name and  status  to the book. People
that cannot be identified should be seen as the creations of his advertising
technique.‘2 Once  these  nameless persons are rejected as ‘patrons’, it is clear that
most of  Caxton’s books  have neither patron nor dedication.

Not even all Caxton’s own translations have  a  patron, or indeed inspired
him to write a prologue or epilogue of any length.‘3 He might be expected to
follow the tradition of medieval book-making and always present his own work
to someone of high rank, but he did not.  A  presentation scene — the  author/
translator on bended knee before a prince  —  found in so many medieval
manuscripts, appears to have been included only in  Caxton’s  very early Recuyell
of the  Histories  of Troye.“ Of the twenty-three translations printed before his
death, one was specifically presented to an unnamed lady, and twelve to  named
persons. By these dedications  Caxton  was usually bringing his_book to the notice
of a person of rank, in the hope of impressing his readers and possibly of receiving
a  reward from the dedicatee, even if he or she had  _not  solicited the translation.

Among the thirteen dedicatees there were three. not in a' position to reward
Caxton  as patrons. First there was William  Pratt, Caxton’s  mercer friend, who
wanted a translation of the  Book  of Good Manners  and who was presented with it
after his death (1487). He was unique because only affection prompted  Caxton’s
dedication to him. Secondly there was the noble lady with the many daughters
whom Caxton says asked him to translate the  Booke whiche  the  Knyght  of the
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Toure made as advice for his daughters.  This  was printed 31 January 1484.
Caxton beseeched the lady ‘to receyve this lytel book in gre and  thank’,  he would
pray for her and he asked all women to do the  same  so that she might ‘regne in
heven sempiternally.’ He does not name her, but his phrases have the  usual quota
of circumstantial details. The lady has been identified as Queen Elizabeth
Woodville on the grounds that she was noble, had daughters  and,  when the book
came  to be printed during Richard III’s reign, she could not be named; the
clincher of this argument being Caxton’s prayer  that  she should  reign  in heaven.”
In fact, however, all souls might come to  reign  in heaven, not  just  that of  a  queen.
Caxton  frequently prays for his dedicatees and in his epilogue to  Lydgate’s  Life  of
Our  Lady, printed probably very close  in time to the  Book  of the  Knight  of the
Tower,  he uses the  same word:  ‘That  we regne in heven with the ordres  nyne.’5‘ It
is  just  possible that the anonymous  lady was indeed Elizabeth Woodville and  that
she really had wanted the  Knight’s  Book  for her daughters, but there were other
noble ladies with  daughters.  It is  more  likely that it was the  text  of the book itself
—- which Caxton had  just  translated  -— which suggested to his imagination  that
such a lady should  want the book. Caxton was not above ‘blaming’ a woman for
the publication of unpalatable advice to women to  obey men; this was a joke in
the vein of the one he had made about Rivers’ more sophisticated manners
towards women. Unlike Rivers, the anonymous lady was powerless to  object,
and her  supposed  patronage might recommend the  book  to mothers.

'  The third unusual dedication concerns another moral  text  for the  young.
The City of London received the dedication of  Caxton’s  translation of  Caron,  a
book of advice by a citizen of  Rome  for his son (December  1483). Caxton  referred
proudly and gratefully to his citizenship of London and his membership of the
Mercers’ Company, London is flattefingly placed in the  position  of Rome, but
the compliment is mixed with censure:

I have knowen it in my yong age moche more  welthy . . .  than  it is at  this  day. And
the  cause  is  that  ther  is  almost  none that entendeth to the comyn wele, but  only
every man for his singuler prouffyte.  O  whan I  remembre the noble  Romayns  . .  .

He expatiates on the lack of civic dynasties in London, unlike cities abroad, and
how young men there do not live up to their early promise. The sons of
Londoners need advice like the daughters of the anonymous lady. Neither City
nor lady could object to the mixture of compliment and criticism and neither were
expected  to reward the printer.  Both  dedications aimed to sell the  book, and so
did  Caxton’s  index to  Caton  which realistically listed the stories rather than the
moral points  they were supposed to illustrate —  Caxton  knew how to justify a
book  and he also knew the weaknesses of his customers.”

No one  except  Edward IV received more than one dedication from  Caxton.
In  1481  both  Caxton’s  own translation of  Godeffroy of Boloyne  (also called the
Siege  of Jerusalem), the story of the successful First Crusade,‘8 and William
Worcester’s translation of Cicero’s Old  Age” were dedicated to him. Edward and
his Queen were involved in  Caxton’s  dedication of his  Jason  to the Prince of
Wales in 1477.60 The  King’s  two sons made an appearance in the dedication to
him of  Godeffroy of Boloyne, all three of them being potential warriors against
the Muslim threat. Lastly, the  Polychrom'con  (1482) was published under
Edward’s protection like the  Jason,  but  there  is no specific dedication." Queen
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Elizabeth Woodville never received any dedication despite her brother’ 5use of
Caxton’ s pr_ess, but she did apparently own a- copy of the  Recuyell  and she was
mentioned 1n the dedication of the  Jason.  Margaret of York received only one
known prpsentation, thé  Recuyell  of the  Histories  of Troye  (c.1473), though its
continuation, the  Jason, may have  been originally intended for her. George of
Clarence rccejved  one, the  Game  and  Playe  of the  Chesse  (1474), Richard III
received one, and the Earl of Arundel received the dedication of the  Golden
Legend  (1484), which he had encouraged. Lady Margaret Beaufort received
Blanchardyn  and  Eglamine  (c.1489) which she had asked for, ‘2 and Henry VII
received the dedication in a highly complimentary qpilogue, of Christine de
Pisan’ sFeats  of Arms  (1489) which hé himself had given Caxton to translate,
using the Earl of Oxford as his intermediary. ‘3 Arthur, Prince of Wales, receiv'ed
the  'Eneydos  (1490). ‘4 The Earl of Oxford received the dedication of the  Four  Sons
of A ymon  (end 1488), which he had sent  Caxton  to translate and which he did‘ to
my great cost and  charges  as in the translatinge as in enprynting of the same;
hopyngn  .that  hys good grace shall reward me.  ’Caxton  was here speaking the
literal truth for the romance was .278 folios (556 pages) long. ‘5

The final total of  named‘ patrons’ who certainly gave financial support to a
book 1s remarkably small: Hugh Brice paid for one entirely, Rivers and Arundel
contributed to the  cost  of four between them or ‘rewarded’ Caxton, and
Margaret of York rewarded him. It is not certain if any of the  others who received
dedications ever rewarded him. What is certain is that ‘patrons’ never
underwrote  Caxton’ 5business, he did not  ‘need  help on a permanent basis, nor
was patronage. .necessary for the sort of book  Caxton  wanted to print.’ He
was not affiliated to the Woodvilles or any other  political group.

Lastly, the contention that the output of Caxton’ 5  press was affected by the
changes of kings in 1483 and 1485 can easily be shown to be mistaken by doing a
few sums.“ During the reigns of Edward IV and V, 1473  to June -1483, -
approximately ten years, Caxton  printed fifty-three items (of which three run to
over 200 folios each) including four  sets  of indulgences, one advertisement; and
seven reissues of previously printed  texts: He translated seven and a half books, a
total  of approximately 1,250- folios, and ahother which was probably never
printed, Ovid’s  Metamorphoses  (c590 manuscript folios).- He did thrce'editions
or adaptations, withva continhation of his own (the  Chronicles  of England, the
Polychronicon  and the  Description  of Britain).‘-His  output increased towards the
end of the reign, 1481-2:  three new translations (329 folios) and the publication of
thirteen items (ofwhich four run to over 200 folios each), including three reprints
and two editions with some additions.

During the two- -year reign of Richard he printed eighteen items (this does
not include any statutes  he may have printed) of which three were reissues of
earlier books, and translated six and a half books, a  total of approximately 714
folios (these include a  ‘half- book’ to represent the  Golden Legend  which he began
translating under Edward and finished and published m 1484, and  Charles  the
Great  which he finished translating 18 June 1485 and printed under Henry .VII).
He  also  did a considerable amount of editing and adapting of Malory’ sMorte
Darthur.  Caxton achieved his  maximum _power both as a translator and as a
printer during the early 14805. : .
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Frdm the early 14805 he was also able to introduce certain improvements, a
sure sign that he was by now established and doing well. He  used  woodcuts for
the first time, and made experiments with  titles, explicits, tables of contents and
foliation. It was particularly between 1482 and 1485 (with the  Morte Darthur)
that he ‘took his editorial duties sufficiently seriously to provide forms of
reference for some of the books published then. In 1483- 5 he introduced the new
features of paragraph marks and printed initial letters — before then they were
filled in by a  rubricator when customers requested them  —  and he could afford a
new type, 4*. Improvements were never permanent features, however, and he was
always more motivated by profit than considerations of beauty, accuracy,
consistency or helping his readers.“

During the six and a half years of  Henry VII he produced thirty-two 1terhs, of
which ten were reprints of earlier titles and eleven new translations, totalling
1,135 folios (not including the unknown ngmber of pages in the Life of an Earl of
Oxford). Overall his output fell 1n this reign: the only books  of more than 200
folios were the  Sons  of Aymon  (298 folios) and the second edition of the  Golden
Legend  (448 folios). He was now in his seventies and he pushed himself to the last,
completing his translation of the  Vitae Patr'um  on the day he died.

Given the dates and length of  Caxton’ s  printing career and his  age, it is only
to be expected  that  his greatest success should have occurred shortly after the
half-way point, in the early 1480s. .

Ramon Lull  and the  Order  of Chivalry
Ramon Lull was born at Palma, Majorca, about  1235, the son of a wealthy

knight.  He served at the court of James II of Aragon and wrote a number of
secular and love  poems  in Catalan. In 1266- he had a vision of Christ and
embarked on the  task  of converting the Saracens of  North  Africa, learning
Arabic for the purpose. He wrote, led missions and encouraged the establishment
of colleges where men could learn Arabic and train to be missionaries. In 131 1 the
Council of  Vienne  adopted his  proposals  and decreed that there should be
professorships m Eastern languages at Paris, Oxford and elsewhere. Lull himself
founded the College of the Holy Trinity at Miramar, Majorca, in 1276, and lived
there for many year_s, writing a  large number of works 1n Arabic and Catalan. He
first went to Africa' m  the  12905  and established a colony of converts in Tunis and
Bugia; he was stoned to death  there  are the age of eighty 1n 1315. His life- -story
was written by a friend, probably at his dictation, and included a lis_t of his works,
among which was the  Order  of Chivalry, almost certainly written in Catalan. ‘9

The book was soon circulating 1n several languages, Castilian, Catalan and
French, as well as Latin. 7° By the mid-fifteenth century there  were several French
versions and Caxton used- one of the more common for his translation. Another
French version was bought by Edward IV, among the many texts  he acquired
from Bruges 1n the  14705  and  1480s.  7'

Caxton’ sEdition
Five copies of  Caxton’ 5  Book  of the  Order  of Chivalry or  Knighthood  survive.

It has been admired as an elegant and mature typographical product of  Caxton’ s
workshop.72 He chose to make it a quarto book (130 by 80 mm), the only one of
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his ‘chivalric’ texts  not to be a folio volume,73 but the smaller  size  was appropriate

to such a  short  text, and perhaps consistent with its purpose as a ‘manual’ of

chivalry. It had fifty-tWo leaves, the first and the last being blank, and twenty-six _
lines to  a  page.  Caxton  used his newly acquired type, called by scholars his type
4*, with some of his type 3, and  a  large decorative ‘A’ to open the  text.  He only
used  this  ‘A_’ 111 one other  book, the  Aesop,  printed 26 March 1484. From this
evidence it is likely that the  Order  was printed early 1n  1484  probably shortly
after the  Aesop.  7‘

Caxton’s Translation  and  Dedication  to  Richard  III

.  .  havyng noo werke in hande  I  sittyng in my studye  where  as  laye  many diverse
paunflettis  and  bookys, happened that to my hande cam 21 lytel  booke  in Frenshe

Thus  Caxton  started his prologue to his translation  ofEneydos  (c.1490), but he
could have been describing how he selected any of his  texts  for translation. There
was a strongly fortuitous element in his choice.” When he needed to augment his
stock he  chose a book that appealed to him, that he thought was unavailable in
English, and that would sell; he was affected by requests and enquiries from
customers.  Most  of all he was affected by what  texts  he had 1n his possession  —  ._
only occasionally was he actually given a  text  to translate as he was with

Blanchardyn  and  Eglantine  by Margaret Beaufort. More often he would have
acquired his  text  by chance purchase as  a  dealer 1n  bgoks.  7‘ Probably he was
guided by the size of the  text:  smaller  texts  were easier to translate and less
expensive to  publish.  He translated a great many books  1470~91, he always
worked at top speed and he did not revise. 77 He aimed to  keep his presses busy and
to give his customers a regular supply of new  books" alongside the bread- and-

butter works that kept any bookseller going: the  horae  psalters, religious
manuals and school- books, 7’ his own second and third editions of the ever_-
popular  Canterbury Tales,  the  Dictes  or the  Golden Legend.

As a small book and a very famous one the  Order  of Chivalry recommended
itself to  both  translator and publisher. With his usual haste Caxton translated it
and (it is likely) immediately wr'ote his epilogue. An examination of the text“0
shows clearly how  Caxton’ sepilogue or publisher’s blurb and the dedication
grew naturally out of what he had read.

Lull’s treatise of instruction for young men in the virtues of knighthpod
starts in the form of a dialogue between  a  pot_ent_ia1 [might  —  a squire or examinec
— and  a  knight of long experience. ‘1 Their meeting is contrived as though it was a
charming, minor adventure m a romance.

A wise and victorious knight has retired to be  a hermit  not wishing to
dishonour chivalry by his old age; each day he prays in a meadow beneath a fruit
tree close by a  fountain. Meanwhile a king ‘moche  noble, wyse and ful of good .
custommes sente for many nobles by cause he wold hold a grete  courte’, and  a
young squire sets out to attend and be dubbed  a  knight there.

Thus as he wente all allone rydynge upon his palfroy, it happed  that  for the travaylle
that he hadde susteyned of  rydynge  he slepte upon his horse. .his palfroye  yssued
oute of *the ryght waye and entryd in to the forest where as was . the‘ knyghte
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The hermit—knight instructs the squire. The only miniature decorating Edward
[V‘s copy of the  French  text of the  Ordre  dc  Chevalerie.  now British Library
Ms.R0yal 14  E  ii,  £338.  The gowns of the figures are touched with gold and the
wood  behind them is attractively green and summery. The intensity of the
conversation almost compensates for the grotesq uc proportions  Ol‘the  knight. By
permission of the British Library.

hercmytc. And 500 longc hc  wcnlc  that he  came  to the fontayne at the  same  tyme
that the knyght . .  .  was {here  comen  for to  praye  unto God and for to dcspysc the
vanytces ofthis worldc.  .  .Whan hc sawc the squycr come he leftc his oroyson and
same in the  mcdowe  in the  shadow  ol‘a tree and beganne to redo in  a  lylyl  book  that
he had in his lappc. And  whan  the pulfroy was  come  to the fontaync he begannc to
drynkc, and the squycr  that  slept  anone  {c110 that his  hors  mevcd not and [yghtly
awoke. And thennc to hym came the knyght whiche was  moche  old and had a grate
berdc. long: hccr and u fcblc gowne wornc and broken for over Ionge werynge‘ and
by the penauncc that he dayly made was  moche  discolourd and lenc, and by the
leres  that he had wcptc wcrc his eycn  moche  wasted  ‘  . .  Eche  ofthem merveyllcd of
other, for the knyght.  .  . had same no man sythe  that  he had  lel‘tc  the world, and the
squycr mervcyllcd hym strongly how he was  comcn  in to that place. Thcnne
descended the squycr fro his palfroy 21nd salewcd the knyght . . .and after sette them
upon the grassc  :hal  one by that olhcn and er ony ofthem  spak cchc ofthcm byheld
cche  others chcrc.”
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The knight learns the purpose of the  squire’s  journey and has all his memories of
his former life awakened: ‘he  caste oute a grete syghe’. He is horrified to learn  that
the young man knows nothing of the duties of the order to which he is seeking
admittance:

‘I mervaylle how thow darest demaunde chyvalrye or  knyghthode  . .  . noo knyght
maye not  love  the ordre ne that whiche apperteyneth to his ordre but yf he can
knowe  the deffaultes  that  he  dothe  ageynst the ordre of  chyvalrye.  Ne no  knyght
ought  to make ony knyghtes  but yf he hym self  know  thordre . . 3"

The squire  begs  the knight to  teach  him.

‘Frend,’ say the  knyght, ‘the  rule and ordre of chyvalrye is wreton in  this  lytyl  booke
that I  hold here in myn handes, in whiche I rede and am  besy .  .  f“

The knight-hermit finally tells the squire to  take  the  book

to the courte  .  .  .  to shewe to alle them  that  will be made knyghtes .  .  . And whan he
was comen, he presented the  booke  . . .  to the noble kyng, and furthermore he
offryd  that  every noble man  that  wold be in thordre of chyvalry myght have  a  copye
of the sayd  book, to thende  that  he  myght  see and  leme  thordre of  knyghthode  .  . .‘5

The rest of the  text  (chapters two to eight) is presented as the  text  of the  ‘little
book’.  The second chapter  sets  out the mythical origins of knighthood and
advises how  a  knight  should  be trained. Ramon Lull begged the princes of his day
to set up special schools for knights just as there were for clerks, rather  than rely
on the haphazard results of parental training.“ The third chapter describes the
duties  of a knight: to defend the Christian faith and  protect  the church; to defend

his lord; and maintain justice.  A  knight  upholds  his lord’s authority and  sees  that
peasants  ‘laboure  and cultyve the erthe’. A  knight  should defend the weak and
helpless, and always be  merciful.  He  punishes  wrong-doers. In order to  keep his
body in training, a knight has to  joust, tourney and hunt deer, boar and other
wild  beasts, while his  soul  has to be exercised in  justice, wisdom, charity, loyalty,
truthfulness, humility, strength, hope, swiftness, and ‘al other  vertues’.“

The fourth chapter  sets out how the squire should be examined and who by.
A  wicked knight is not a fit  examiner  and here the author  expands  on the duty of
good  knights to  execute  the bad. The examination has to establish that the

hopeful squire has a good character. He  must  not be too young to take the  oath;
good looks are not enough, but he cannot be disabled in any way, ‘or over fat’; he
must be well-born and his past life and habits must be enquired into as well as his
real reasons for seeking knighthood."

Chapter five goes through the ceremonies that turn the squire into a  knight,
setting out the twelve articles of belief to which he has- to subscribe  —  very much
those  of any member of the Christian church.”

Chapter six gives the significance of each of the new  knight’s  arms. The
sword is in the shape of the Cross to defeat the enemies of  Christ, its two edges are
chivalry and justice, the  helmet  signifies dread of shame, and so on.90 Chapter
seven sets out the  ‘custommcs’ of a knight. He  must  know each of the seven
virtues and their relevance to him, for example:

A  knyght withoute  charyte  maye not be without  cruelte  and evyll  wyllc, and cruelte
and  evyll  wylle accorde not to the  offyce  of  chyvalrye  .  .  .  for yf a  knyght  have  not
charyte in God and in his neyghbour, how or in what wyse  shold  he  love  God. And
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yf he. had not pyte on poure men .  . .  how  shold  he have mercy on the men taken and
vaynquysshed that demaunde  mercy .  . .  and maye not fynde the fynaunce  that  is

. . demaunded for theyr delyveraunce.

The author then rehearses the seven deadly sins in comparable detail and
concludes with temperance ‘a vertu the whiche dwelleth in the myddle of two
vyces . . . over grete quantite and  .  . . over lytyl  quantyte’:  a knight should seek
moderation in all  things. A  knight  must  hear mass and pray; he must not believe
in any form of divination or superstition for that is to take leave of reason  ‘lyke  to
a foole  that  useth no  wytte  ne reason’. He must love  ‘the  comyn wele, for by the
comynalte of the  people  was the chyvalrye.. e.stablysshed And the comyn welc
is gretter and more necessary than propre good and specyall’. He must be well
spoken and hospitable. Virtue comes from within."

The last chapter describes the honours rightfully due to this order which 1s so
extremely necessary for the maintenance of government in this world.”2

It is a book of ideals. Despite the author’s tendency to repeat himself and
ramble, it is stirring stuff. It is impossible to read it without being moved to
enthusiasm, while at the  same  time realising that its ideals have been mostly
ignored. Caxton was certainly so carried away by it that he wrote an equally
stirring epilogue which is one of his  most  admired pieces of writing."3

He tells us that he translated the book at the request of the ‘gentyl and noble
esquyer’ who gave him the book.” In this way he neatly used the inspiration of
the opening adventure when the squire acquires the treatise, takes it to court,
presents it to his  king who orders it to be circulated to all knights and squires. At
the end of his  epilogue  the optimistic bookseller'picks up this theme again and
says:

thys  lytyl book I  presente to my redoubted. .,lord  Kyng Rychard.. .to  th’ende
that  he commaunde  this  book  to be had and redde  unto  other  yong lordes, knyghtes
and gentylmen within this royame  that  the noble  ordre  of chyvalrye be herafter
better used and honoured  than  hit  hath  ben' m  late  dayes passed. And  hex-in he  shalle
do a noble and vertuouse dede."s

No doubt  Caxton  was well pleased with his conceit of reusing Lull’s adventure so
appositely in his ‘puft’, and if his own King, like  Lull’s  imaginary king, should
indeed order  copies  to be read, how profitable it would be!

It has often been said, on the evidence of this epilogue, that  Caxton  was  a
great promoter of chivalry, but what is far more certain is that he was promoting
his own book. The rest of his epilogue continues to repeat the main theme of the
Order  itself, namely the decay of chivalry and the need for its revival — an ever-
present problem not unique to any period.”6 Caxton  suggests  that King Richard
should order  jousts  to be held regularly to encourage men to maintain their
fighting skills, exactly as Lull had done. It is  Caxton  himself, however, who
laments that now there are no heroes in England to compare to  those  of King
Arthur’s day; he wants knights to give up going to bath-houses and playing at
dice.

Leve this. Leve it and  rede  the  noble volumes  of Saynt Graal, of Lancelot, of
Galaad, of  T  rystram, of Perse Forest,” of Percyval, of Gawayn and many mo. Ther
shalle ye see  manhode, curtosye  and gentylnesse.  [Our  italics]
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Did Caxton already plan Malory’s  Morte Darthur  as a future publication? He
then goes on to list  some more recent military heroes, beginning with Richard I,
Edward I and III, predecessors and ancestors of Richard III, and ending with
Henry V  and the Earls of Salisbury and Montagu, the last two being ancestors of
Richard  III’s  Queen, ‘whos  names shyne gloryously’.

Caxton  wrote this when at the height of his writing powers. Whether
Richard III appreciated it we cannot know, but the compliment implicit in his
being put in the role of the king in the  Order  who was ‘moche noble, wysde and ful
of good custommes’ was not an ungraceful one. We can be certain that Richard
did read this essential chivalric  text  at some time in his life, even if he never read
Caxton’s  presentation copy.

Caxton’s  career has been the subject of almost as: many myths as that of
Richard III; both of them together in the dedication of a book by one to the other
has been, and no  doubt  will be again, the subject of more myth-making.”
Caxton’s two careers as merchant and printer have benefited from an
increasingly realistic and prosaic approach by some  scholars, notably Professor
Blake, and this has emphasised the fact that he was first and foremost a man of
business. Careful reading of the information given by him in his prologues and
epilogues and  some  statistics of his actual output reveal the unimportance of his
so-called patrons, Richard III included. There is little to be made of the facts that
he dedicated only one book to Richard III and  that  it was  a  famous chivalric  text,
or that it was a short  text, etc. Nothing in any of this is either ominous or unique.

As a tradesman Caxton was not concerned to reveal his personal feelings,
nor to take political sides. He printed  books  that he thought would sell, precisely
how he chose to print one at the date he did is not known, and he wrote his ‘puffs’
simply to sell his books.
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John Russell’s  Prapasilio  (a 4-folio  speech delivered  at the invesliture of  Duke Charles  with the Garter in  I469)

for him at Bruges; his  French books  included a  Jason,  Painter  (see  n.3),  pp.85-6,  2l 1.  A  new dating and  order  of

Canon’s first books  l473-8 is  proposed,  Hellinga  (see  n.3),  pp.63-83.

Sales  and  costs:  Blake,  Firs! Publisher  (see  n.3),  p.29; Corsten  (see  n. l 7),  pp.4-5,  and C. Pickford,  Fiction  and the

Reading Public in the Fifteenth Century,  Bulletin  of the  John  Rylands Library,  vol.  45 (1963), pp.430-5.  Caxton

always rated  convenience,  speed  and  profit above  quality or any other  consideration, Blake,  First Publisher.
pp.99-102, 120, l3l-2.

Painter (see  n.3), p.157,  n.4.

Edward  IV,  Blake, World  (see  n3),  pp.63, 95; the  same.  Caxton: His  Choice  (see  n.5), pp.302-3; Hellinga (see

n.3),  pp.80- l  , 100-2.  He may even have supplied Edward  IV with  some  of the  mss.  he bought from Bruges in the

l470s  and  805.  For his import of  books.  see N. J. M. Kerling, Caxton and the  Trade  in  Primed Books,  The  Book
Collector.  vol.  4  (I955),  pp.l96-9, and E. Amstrong,  English purchases  ofprinted  books fr'om  the Continent,

l465-1526,  English  Historical  Review,  vol.  94 (1979),  esp. pp.272-3.  His trading activity will  never  be fully known

because  of the limitations of the  custom accounts.
Blake, World  (see  n3),  pp.79-83; 6.  Rosser,  Medieval  Westminster.  Oxford 1989, pp.209-15; L. E.  Tanner,
William Caxton’s  Houses  at  Westminster,  The  Library.  Slh  series, vol.  l2  (I957).  pp.153-66.  It is  doubtful  that

Caxton was avoiding the  London  Stationers: we are indebted for the opinion of  Prof.  C. Paul  Christianson  on  ‘

this point.

Blake  rightly emphasises  the undoubted advantages to Caxton of being a  Mercer,  but  office  was not always

attractive  to  a  busy tradesmen,  e.g.  L.  Lyell  and F.  Walney,  eds.,  Acts amm of the  Mercer:  '  Company 1453-

1527, Cambridge 1935, p.l4l. '

He did hold  parish office  in St. Margaret's,  Westminster,  in the 14705 and  805, Westminster Public Libraries,

Churchwardens’ Accounts  of St. Margaret, Westminster,  1460-ISIO.

Blake, Investigations (see  n.16), first  analysed these  with some  excellent results, see  above  note 16, but his

identifications  of the  anonymous ‘patrons’ —  in particular as out-of-favour Woodvilles  -  are no! convincing.

Painter  (see  n.3) developed  these identifications into  several  untenable theories, while  Blake himself  has

retreated from most  his  earIier hypotheses,  see his Caxton  Prepares  His Edition ofthe  Mane  Darlhur.  Journal  of

Librarianship.  vol. 8  (1976), p.273; his The Man and His  Work (see  n.3),  pp.69-7l, 77; his Continuity and

Change:  Bruges  (see  n.16), pp.72—7,  and Westminster,  Gutenberg Jahrbuch  I980,  pp.38.43.

The  Works  of John Gower.  ed. G. C. Macaulay,  vol.  I, The  French  Works.  Oxford  [899,  Mirair  de  I’Homme,

lines  25273-96  (p.279).  Blake, World  (see  n3),  p.223  (2  Sept. 1483).

His straightforward advertising included putting up bills  encouraging purchasers  to  come  to the Red Pale  where

‘he  shal  have them good  chepe’,  Blake,  World  (see  n.3),  pp.8l-2.  For advertising colophons  by others,  like

Vérard  in Paris, see  Pickford  (see n.20),  pp.432-3.  For  Cnxton's purposes  in writing a prologue or epilogue,

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3),  pp.44-50.

Hellinga  (see n.3), pp.9S-8; Blake,  World  (see  n.3),  pp.85-6;  Painter  (see  n3),  pp.85-6.  Blake,  Caxton's  Own

Prose  (see  n.3),  pp.103-6,  esp.p I04  (pro- and epilogue to  Jason).

His edition of  Benedict  Burgh’s translation of  Cato's  Dislichu  was possibly a  commission from  Burgh (Painter,

see n.3, pp.83-4).  He was  also commissioned  by Laurenlius Traversagni or his friends to  prim  his  Nova

Rhetoric-a  in 1479  (Painter, pp.96-7).  It has been suggested he knew the author of his  Vocabulary or  Doctrine

(Painter,  p.93). ' _

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n3), pp.73-7;  World.  pp.85—6, and Investigations  (see  n.l6),  pp.22-3. Painter's  idea (see

n.3, pp.88-9) that the whole  joke  was  planned  by Rivers  and Caxton to  show  off the  former  as a great

matrimonial  prize  after his  rejection  as a  husband  by the  Duchess  of Burgundy, is  entirely  unconvincing.

Caxton’s  humour  is  often  at the  expense  of others,  e.g.  in the  Book  of the  Knight  of the  Tower  he  leaves  the  sellers
ofmercery in the  role  of  those expelled from  the  Temple  by Christ  (ed.  M. Y. Offord,  EETS.  SS.  2  (1971),  p.60
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32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

and A. de Montaiglon  (ed.),  Le  Livre  du  chevalier  de la  Tour  Landry.  Paris [854,  pp.81-2)— it is unlikely  every
mercer  would  have found this funny.  His  humour was,  unsurprisingly. often both bourgeois and  sexist  (see  his-
Aesap additions, Painter, p.l39), and may have  been  very different  from  that of  Rivers.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see n.3), pp.l l9-20.

A  less rosy view oflhe Rivers/Caxton  relationship is also suggested by Hellinga (see  n.3),  pp.84-9,  I00,  noting

the ‘tension’ between  author and  publisher.  It is  hard  to  accept  the  idea  of J.  Goodman  (Caxton’ Chivalric

publications of 1480-5, The  Study of Chivalry: Resources  and  Approaches.  ed. H. Chickering and T. H.  Seiler,

Kalamazoo  I988, pp.654-5) that Caxton had a  conscious  programme of publishing chivalric texts comparable

to  Rivers’ educational programme for Edward  V  —  any similarities  were  due to the  common preoccupation
with  chivalric  education at  this date.

Blake  (see  n3) Own  Prose.  pp.70-2  and  World,  p.87.

It has  been claimed  that  Rivers  was the  ‘noble  and  virtuous  Earl’ who  sent  Caxton a  copy of the  Curial  by Alain

Chartier  to  translate, Blake,  World  (see  n3), p.93, citing Blades  (see n.3);  Painter (see  n.3), p.131. who accepts

this  theory.  The  Curial  is undated but  usually assigned to  I484 when.  it has  been  argued, Rivers could  not be

mentioned by name.  The main  objection  to all  this  is, why did not Rivers do the translation himself, as Blake,
Firs! Publisher  (see  n.3), p.47, admits.  See  also  Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3), p.72, and his  second  thoughts on

identifications  cited in note 26, above.

On the  basis  of  these three  books,  1477-9,  Rivers  has been  seen  as  Caxton's major  patron, e.g.  Blake  World  (see

n.3),  pp.87.8.  \_

Blake, Investigations  (see  n.16), p.35.

In fact, the  emphasis  on the cordiality of the  relations  between Caxton and  Rivers  has  helped  to create what

amounts to another  myth  about  Richard  III.  Some modern commentators have  tended to regard the year  I483,

with  Richard’s seizure  of the throne and the execution of Rivers, as a traumatic  period  for the printer, but it is

more  likely that the  events  of  that year  had no  more  effect on Caxton and his  press  than on any other London
business man and that he  kept well  out of them.

Painter (see  n.3) sees Caxton’s  every action 1483-5 as  evidence  of his  disapproval  of the  regime.  For  instance.
the  usual  ‘at  Westminster' mentioned  in the  colophon  of the  Pilgrimage oft/1e Soul  (6  June  I483) as the place of

the  book's production, is in this  particular  instance  said  to be given  ‘rather  pointedly,’ because Caxton's  ‘public

knew  very well that  the Queen  mother  was in sanctuary . .  .  her son  . . .  unlikely ever  to reign  .  . .; they would gel

the  message.’ Later,  when the regnal  year  is omitted in the  Festial.  it is to  avoid  “mentioning the name of  Richard
III  . .  .’; but in the  Confessio Amumis  Caxton ‘having made his point  . .  .  gave the regnal  year  ofthe  usurper' (see

also  n.45,  below).  Painter  accepts  the patronage of  Elimbeth Woodville  for the  Knight  of the  Tower:  when  the

book  was  finished  it  ‘became  a  means  of courting [Richard's] offers  and raising the  price  of  [Elizabeth's]

daughters'.  (He  does  not  epain how.) Caxton  ‘slood  by Edward's  widow, at his  peril.’ Concerning the  Order  of

Chivalry Painter  suggests  that  it was ‘ingeniously designed  .  to be read as two-way propaganda,  either  for

Richard  or against  him.’ Edward  IV is  ‘Richard's  unmemionable  predecessor’ whose name  is  recalled  in the

Marie  Dartlmr  ‘as a propaganda hint in  support  of  Henry.’ Painter's bias  is  summed  up in his  remark: ‘The

nation was as outraged by [Richard’s] homicidal  methods  as  modern scholars  ought  to be' (our  italim).

The catalogue of the  Caxton  exhibition held at the  University Library, Cambridge 1976-7, echoes  Painter in

many cases; it  also  argues (item 47) that  Caxton  dedicated  Cato  to the City of  London, yet ‘dwells so bitterly

upon  the degeneracy of the times that it can  have  won him few  friends  among those  who happily accepted

Richard  lll's  rule’! ‘

Blake himself  in his  various publications  has become progressively milder as his  suspicions about the  veracity

of the information  supplied  by Caxton  grew.  Prejudice  and imagination  are, however, given  free rein  in  Richard
Deacon, William  Caxton.  The  F  irsr  English  Editor,  I976, where  Caxton is  actually an  opponent  of  Richard  111. It

is suggested that the woodcut of the  hunchbacked  storyteller in  Aesop was ‘a subtle sign to his  ['2] erstwhile

supporters  that  secretly Caxton was on their  side.’ The printer had ‘to guard his  secret patrons  .  .  .  and,  ifone

considers  all the evidence,  especially the  dedications  to anonymous  persons  during Richard IIl’s reign,  there  is

little  doubt where his  sympathies  lay.’ The  usurper’s barbarily is suggested by remarking: ‘It is also  extremely

doubtful whether Richard III  look  much  interest, if any at all, in printing, as only one  book  was dedicated to

him.’ The parting shot  at the  last Yorkist  King is the fact that the  Royal Book— of which the publication  date  is

not  certain!  —  was also known as the  Bank  of Virtues  and  Vices;  this  ‘may reveal how unpopular Richard "I

really was.’
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38.

39.
. Painter  (see  n3),  pp.135-6; Blake (see n3) World.  p.l97,  Own  Prose,  p.l37.

4l.

42.

43.

44.
45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

5).

52.

53.

54.

55.

Blake,  World  (see  n3),  pp.232-3,  and  First Publisher  (see  n3),  pp.33-4;  Painter  (see  n3),  pp.  1 68,  213-4.  For the

indulgence  printed for the  Hospital  of St.  Mary  Rounceval,  near  Charing  Cross,  l480-4, Paul Needham,  The

Printer  and the  Fardoner,  Washington  I986,  pussim.

Blake,  World  (see n3),  pp.  l96-7; Painter  (see  n.3),  pp.96-7.

Blake (see  n3),  Own  Prose,  pp.l  14-9,  World.  p.90;  Painter  (see  n.3),  pp.  108-l0,  I44. Blake’s notion  that Caxton

explained  Brice's  commissioning of the book in order to exculpate himself from  open involvement  in a  book

which  was to be presented to Lord  Hastings,  the  enemy of Rivers and the Woodvilles is untenable.

Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3), pp.83-4; Painter (see  n3),  pp.l64-6, puts this  undated  work at the end 01‘ I488.

Oxford also commissioned  a  translation  of  a life  of one of his  ancestors,  but the  details  are unknown and no

copy survives, Blades  (see  n.3),  p.365; Blake, Own  Prose.  pp.83-4. Oxford was also  a  go-between  for  Feats  of

Arms  requested by Henry Vll,  see  below.

Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3),  pp.88-9;  Painter (see  n.3), pp.l 18,  143-6.  Caxton  translated  the  Golden  Legend

between  about July I482  and 20 November 1483 ‘halfdesperate to  have  accomplished it.’ Despite its size, it was

a  success and was reprinted in I487.

Crotch  (see  n.3),  pp.cxl-cxlii. .

Blake (see  n.3),  Own  Prose.  pp.66-8 and  World,  pp.9S-6; Painter  (see n.3),  pp.148-9 (his remarks on  Caxton’s

propaganda  role in this  publication  are fanciful).  Daubeney’s  career is  comparatively obscure: he continued as

bailiff  of Southwark  till  I487, but he was executed for  high  treason by Henry V!  I  in  1495,  seealso D. J.  Johnson,

Southwark  and the  City,  Oxford  1969,  pp.44-9.  Daubeney was not  apparently a  mercer, but a  younger  John

Daubeney was and may have  been a  relative.

Regnal  years and their  omission  or  inclusion  have  been  used as  ammunition  in the theories  giving Caxton  the

primer 8  political  creed,  e.g.  Painter, pp.  124, 126, thinks  the omission of Richard's  regnal  year was  a  deliberate

political  act of dissociation in his  edition  of the  Festia!  dated  30 June 1483. It is more likely that  Caxton’s

commonsense  dictated  avoidance of  a regnal  year  when  he could not be sure who was to be  kjng:  he must have

started work  on the  Fesliul  at least two weeks before 30 June. His use of  both regnal  years in  ClmrIes  the  Great

emphasises the  unreliability of theories  about Canon’s political affiliations  or  that a  reference to one  king might

offend  or  affect  the fortunes of his business.

Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3),  pp.60-l;  Painter  (see  n.3),  p. l  5  l .  The  anonymous  mercer  whom Caxton  described in

similar terms (his  vocabulary could be very limited) as  encouraging him to produce the  Royal  Bank.  translated

September I484 and published  circa  I487, has also  been  identified as Pratt, see  e.g.  Painter,  pp.155-6;  Blake,

Own  Prose,  pp.134-6,  and see n.47, below. Blake has  largely  retracted, see  n.26,  above.

Blake  (see  n.3),  Own  Prose.  pp.58-60,  and  World.  pp.87-8. Painter  (see  n3),  p.92. This  anonymous friend  is the

second to be  identified  as William  Pratt  because of the  similarity of Caxton's descriptive phrases, see n.46,

above.  The  significance  of 'gossib,‘ a  spiritual  relative such as  god-parent,  has  apparently  not  been  pursued.

Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3),  pp.68-9; Painter (see n3),  pp.  105-6.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n3),  pp.  I 35-6,  I7 I  ,  n.49; Painter (see n.3),  pp.155-6.  Compare Blake,  First Publisher  (see

n.3), pp.77,  82 on  dating.  This ‘frende‘ is  identified usually  as Pratt (see nn.46 and 48,  above);  by the title

‘worshipful’ Caxton  is in  fact hinting at  a  man of  aldennanic  status.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3),  p.  106;  in his  Caxton  prepares  .  . .  Marie Dart/1m  (see  n.26).  pp.273-4,  Blake  retracts

his identifications of these persons as Woodvilles. The relractions are welcome but his reasons  based  on

Caxton’s handling of the text are not  convincing in themselves.

5:.  Lathrop (see n.4),  pp.76-8, fora list  ofCaxton's books  categorised  by  their  subject-matter,  with  the number

of palronised books noted. The  removal  of  anonymous  persons reduces Lalhrop’s  totals  by  l  or  2  in  each

category.

See  n.26, above.

He added no more  than  a mere  colophon  to  e.g.  Reynardlhe  Fox (first  edition 148]  ,  Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3),

p.134) and the Art of Dieing (c.  1490,  ibid.,  p.57).

And even  then only in special copies, see  n.18.  above.

Blake (see n.3), Own  Prose,  pp.l  l  1-3,  and  World,  pp.92-3,  and his The ‘Noble  Lady’ in  Caxton’s  ‘The Book of

the  Knight  of the  Tower', Nate:  and  Queries,  vol. 210  (1965), pp.92-3.  He has not  retracted this  particular

identification,  see his  Caxton  prepares  .  . .  Merle  Dart/mt  (see  n26),  p.273,  and  Gutenberg Jalxrbuch  I980 (see

n26),  p.42.
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56.

57.

58.

.  Blake, Own  Proxe, pp.l20-3;  Painter, ppJ  11-4.

60.

61.

62.

63.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

7l.

72.

73.

.  Blake, Firs!  Pyblis'her.  pp.127-3l.

75.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see n3), p.l 13; the  phrase supposedly used  of Elizabeth Woodville is on the  opposite  page,
p.l12.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3),  pp.63-6. Caxton,  Catan,  Westminster I483, f.iii (there  is no modern edition).
Blake, Own  Prose, pp.l37—42; Painter  (see  n3),  pp.1l4-6. And see above,  text  and  n.2.

See  above.
Blake, Own  Prose, pp.128-33.

Blake, Own  Prom. pp.57-8: he  says  he had sold her a copy in  French, years  before.  Painter’s  theories (see  m3),

pp.l66—7, that Caxton’s  words ‘undetecled  by modern scholars' hint at  political plots,  1483-5, between
Margaret and Elizabeth  Woodville  are  untenable.  Margaret and Elizabeth of  York  ‘commanded’ Canon  m
print the  fifteen  0e: (c.  I491),  but  this  was not  oneof  his translations and he  used no  words  of presentation in his

epilogue, Blake, Own  Prose,  p.83.
Blake, Own  Prose, pp.8l-3; Painter, pp.169-70, in another unfounded speculation,  sees  Caxton as  Henry’s
propagandist, justifying the  heavy taxation of that  year.

.  Blake, Own  Prose, pp.78-81.
65. Blake.  Own  Prose, ”.834; Painter (see n.3), pp.164-6. Caxton's  prologue  refers  to an  earlier  translation done

for  Oxford,  of  a  life of one of the  Earl’s  ancestors,  presumably a  commission  for  which  he had been  rewarded.
Blake, Investigations  (see n.3), pp.35, 37, 4l. For  a  later  rehearsal of his  views  on  Caxton's patrons  after 1483,
see his  First Publisher  (see n3),  pp.47-54.
We have  used  the chronological  list  of his  books  in Blake, Firs! Publisher  (see  n.3), pp.l92-6, but have allotted
the printing of the  Four Sermons  to  Edward  [V’s reign and the Sex  Epislalae  to  Richard Ill's, nswell as me  Royal
Bank,  as its translation was definitely finished  during Richard's  reign. The  Golden  Legend’s  massive number of
folios  has been  divided  between  Edward  and Richard, as translation  started under  the former and was  finished
and printed  under  the latter.  Clmrlex  the  Great  has  been  counted as  a  translation of  Richard’s  reign and  a
publication of  Henry’s, the  Knight  of the  Tower  as  a  translation of  Edward's  reign and a publication of
Richard’s.  The  Vitae  Pulmm.  although  published  by de Worde, has  been included  among the translations of
Caxton during Henry’s reign.  The full  faliulian  figures  ol'de Ricci have  been  used  with no  allowance  for  blanks.
Caxton’s failure to date all his  works means that  it is  impossible  to do a  precise year-by-year  analysis; nor do we
know anything about his  print-runs.

For  some real effects  on printing in England, see Armstrong (see  n.22), p.277.
Blake, First  Publisher  (see  n.3),  pp. 153 Hi, ”0-9, quotation  p.119, 127-30.  And see  his, Caxton  prepares  .  .  .
Merle Darlhur.  (see  n26).  pp.272-85. I
A. T. P.  Byles, ed., The  Bank  of the  Onlre  of Chyvalry translated  and  printed  by William Caxton  .  . .,  EETS  OS
168(1926),  pp.xi-xiii.
ibizt,  pp.xiii-xvi. There  is no extant Latin  text. Lull's command  of Latin was slight but  most  of his  work exists  in
Latin translations.

The textual differences  between  the  versions  owned by Edward  and  dedicated  to  Richard  III are slight and
consist  mostly of  difl‘erent words  or  phrases. "The  cumulative effect is  impressive’,  however, according to Byles
(see n.69),  pp.xxxiii-xxxvi.  Edward’s copy occupies a  mere  sixteen folios  ofBL.Ms.Royal  14  E  ii.  Byles, p. xviii
and H. L. D.  Ward, Catalogue  of Romances  in the  Depurlmenl  ofManuscripts  in the  Brilisll  Museum.  3 vols.,
London  l883,  vol.  I, pp.922-3, and G. F.  Warner  and J. P.  Gilson,  Catalogue  of Western Manuscripts  in the Old
Royal  and  King's  Collections.  4  vols.,  London  192]  ,  vol.  2, pp.l39-40.
None of the  copies  are  perfect.  S. dc Ricci,  A  Census  of Cuxtons, Bibliographical  Sociew,  “lush-med
Monographs,  vol.  15. Oxford  I909, p.84,  item 8l; E. G. Duff,  I-‘nfleenlh Cemury English  Books.  A Bibliography
of Books  and  Documents  printed  in  England  and of Books  for the  Englixh  Market primed abroad,  Bilbliographical
Society,  Illustrated Monographs,  vol.  [8, Oxford  1917,  p.16,  item 58; Byles,  Order  (see  n.69),  pp.xxii-xxv.

Blake, first Publisher  (see n3). p.63. cannot suggest  a reason  for its small  size.

Blake,  Choice (see  n.5),  pp.300-6,  and  also  his  Warld(see  n.3),  pp.64-78. There  have been  debates  about  whether
Caxton directed taste, whether  he found a  ready public, what  influenced  his  taste, whether  he was  a  literary
publisher  or a  tradesman (Blake  cites the main arguments and protagonists, in his Choice, p.289; and see  Byles
(see  n.5),  pp.l-25). Blake  and  Byles  certainly over-emphasised  the influence of the  court  of  ‘Burgundy' on
Caxton, Lotte  Hellinga, Caxton and the bibliophiles, Acles  du Xle  Congrés  [International  de  Bibliophilie.  ed. P.
Culot, l979/81.  pp.l l-38.
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76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

95.

96.

97.

98.

It was not that  easy to find  a  suitable  text,  e.g.  Caxton probably had to put together his own continuation for the

Chronicle;  of England  to  1461.  L. M. Matheson,  Printer  and  Scribe:  Caxton, the  Palychranicon  and the  Brut,

Speculum.  vol.  60  (I985), pp.593-6l4.  Similarly he was not aware, or pretended no! to be, of other English

translations  of the  Dicres  or the  Book  of the  Knight  of the  Tower,  Blake,  Own  Prose  (see  n3),  p.26.

Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3),  pp. 19-20, and  his,  William Caxton's  Reynard  the Fox and his Dutch original,

Bulletin  oft/1e  John  Ryland: Library,  vol.  46  (I964),  pp.306-8,  315, 317.

N. F.  Blake, Caxton’s Language,  Neupllilalogische Milleilungen,  vol.  67 (I966),  pp.13l-2.  ‘His  style  and the

quality and  accuracy of his translations all  suffered  as a result, Blake,  Reynard  (see  n.77),  pp.32]-2,  325.  See  also

W. F. Oakeshott, Caxton and  Malory's  Mane  Darthur.  Gutenberg Juhrbuch  l935, p.  l  12,  where  he  contends  that

Caxton had no  interest  in printing as  a  craft unlike  some  printers on the continent, a  View  not  always shared  by

others. '

Painter (see m3), pp. l03-4, for  a  description  of a  contemporary bookshop in Caxton's edition of a  Doctrine  to

learn French  and  English.

There  has often been a lack of reading of the actual  texts  in Caxton  studies,  as  pointed  out by Blake,  The Man

and His  Work (see  n.3), pp.67-8.

The text of the  ‘little  book’ is in  Byles, 0rdre  (see n.§9).  The epilogue is also printed in  Crotch  (see  n.3) and  Blake.

Own  Prose  (sec  11.3). pp.  l 26-7.  Punctuation, capitalisation and the usage ofu and v and the Anglo-Saxon  letters

have  been  modified  for the  quotations used here.

.  Bytes,  0rdre  (see  n.69),  pp.5-8.

.  ibid.,  p.l0.

.  ibid..  p.1l.

.  ibid.,  p.l4.

. ibid,  pp.l4-23.

.  (bid.  pp.24-46.  Quotations,  pp.3l,  32.

.  ibid.  pp.47-65.  Quotation,  p.63.

. ibid.,  pp.66-76.

.  ibid.,  pp.76-89. .

.  ibid..  pp.89-IIS.  Quotations,  pp.92-3, l08-9,  lO9-l0, H3.

. ibid..  pp.l  15-20.

.  Byles, Caxton as  a  Man of  Letters  (see  n.5), p.22.  Caxton's translation of  Aesop, also done  in  1484, is similarly

admired.  See  also Blake, Caxton’s  Language  (see n.78), pp.123-7.

.  Blake, Own  Prose  (see  n.3), pp. 1 26-7, {or text of the epilogue.  There  has  been  no  attempt  to  iden'tify the  squire.  In

his  World.  p.94, Blake  said, ‘It is  more  than  probable that  he was of the Woodville faction  since  that would

provide  the  best reason  for the  omission  of his name.I There  is no  evidence  to  support this  suggestion and  Blake

has changed his mind: in Own  Prose  (see  n3), p.  l  70, n.3, he  noted  the  existence  of a  squire  in the  text, and in his

Caxton  Prepares  .  . .  Mane Darllmr  (see  n.26), p.273,  he  retracted fully.  Painter  (see  n3), p.142, acknowledges

the use Caxton made of the king and the  squire  of the text.

Richard’s Prince of  Wales  was not  involved  in  this  dedication, as Painter (see  n.3), p.l92. suggests.  Painter

appears to  have misread  ‘the Prynoe’ whom Caxton imagines presiding over  the tournament, see  Blake, Own

Prose  (see  n.3),  p.  127.  Painter  also  thinks that Richard was planning to marry his son to Elimbeth of  York  at

this  time before  he planned to many her  himself.  and  this  further  confuses  the argument  (p.142, n.l).

Compare Painter (see  m3),  p.142,  who  sees Caxton courageously lecturing Richard  on the state of the country

under his  rule!  See also  notes  33 and 37.

Another  vast  and popular  epic  of chivalric  adventures  set in England but written in  French  in Hainault in the

fourteenth  century.  I!  linked  the Alexander  cycle  to that  ofArthur.  At  present  being edited  by Jane H. M.  Taylor

at  al..  Lia  Roman  de Percqforesl,  vol.  I,  Geneva  1979.  A  magnificent  copy was made for Philip the  Good  and

another for  Henry VI! (Royal IS  E  v, 19  E  iiiI 19  E ii),  mostly remarkable for its physical  size  and weight.

See  n.37.
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